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Cheating yeast finish last
The 'tragedy of the commons' holds that cheaters have an advantage over cooperators because cheaters benefit from common goods without contributing to them. Studies in yeast suggest a new mechanism to avert such a tragedy.
Adam James Waite and Wenying Shou of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, Washington, started cultures that had equal amounts of three yeast strains: one that produced adenine and required lysine; another that produced lysine and required adenine, and a third, 'cheating' strain, which required lysine but did not supply any nutrients.
Contrary field so that they adopt a regular arrangement and then rotate in their lowest energy state, thereby creating temporal repetition. Such a device might be able to store quantum information, and could thus have applications in quantum computing, the researchers say.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 163001 (2012) bone fragments, encased in limestone in the Bardenas Reales de Navarra Natural Park.
Gerald Grellet-Tinner from the Field Museum in Chicago, Illinois, and his team report that the eggshells are characteristic of flamingos, whereas the nest and the number of eggs more closely resemble those of grebes, freshwater diving birds. Modern grebes and flamingos differ in their nest-building and feeding styles, but DNA studies have suggested that the two species are closely related. The present discovery supports that connection and points to a time when the two species shared survival strategies. 
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